


An infection rips through a remote tree planting camp.

Within days it spreads like wildfire...



Ravenous, bloodthirsty creatures hunt the uninfected.

With time running out on their rations and exhaustion
taking its toll...



They need to fight...

So they can RUN...



A group of tree planters working in the remote forests of Northern 
British Columbia descends into chaos after one of them accidentally 
ingests an experimental chemical used to stimulate rapid growth of 
the new seedlings. His metabolism is altered in disturbing ways.Within 
days, the camp is dealing with the spread of a massive infection…

Ordinary human beings turn into ravenous blood-thirsty creatures 
who hunt the uninfected for food. The few remaining uninfected
planters must make a dangerous run for safety.

With food rations running dangerously low, doubts about their 
ability to survive in the wild, and the infected constantly pressing at 
their heels, the uninfected desperately attempt to escape to the 
nearest town.

In this race for survival, will starvation, exhaustion and their own 
internal feuding be their undoing, or can they make it out alive?

And what happens when this infection spreads to the town?



haracters

Mac
An experience camp 
foreman. Hard-nosed and 
determined to survive.

Stacey
Leading planter or 

‘highballer’. Big mouth, but 
big heart. Just like her 
Chinese grandmother.

Fernanda
This Latin X firebrand 
won’t let a bum knee 
slow her down.

Tyler
A rich kid with too much to 

prove. He can be a liability.

C



Writer-Director CARL BESSAI
Carl Bessai is a filmmaker based in Vancouver, BC and Los Angeles, 
California. He has made over 20 narrative feature films and has been 
honored with over 100 invitations to the world’s leading film festivals 
including, Sundance, Berlin, Toronto and Busan

Carl and his works have received over 50 jury awards, critics’ prizes 
and nominations including: 
 Canadian Academy Awards, The Irish Academy, Critic’s Circles in   
 Toronto, Vancouver, Screamfest Los Angeles and the Museum of   
 Modern Art in New York.

Bessai has directed a host of internationally acclaimed actors including 
Sir Ian McKellen, Carrie-Anne Moss, Cory Monteith and Bruce Dern.

He is a director who combines an innovative visual style with the 
emotional intensity of excellent performances.

Promo (Sizzle Reel and Tone Map): https://vimeo.com/735567817

 Festival and Distribution Inquiries Contact: 
Shoreline Entertainment sales@slefilms.com  +1.310.551.2060



EDUCATION:
Education: BA Honors - University of Alberta, MFA Film - York University
Member: DGC, WGC, CMPA, IATSE Local 669

BIOGRAPHY:
Carl Bessai is based in Vancouver and Los Angeles. His work represents a broad cross-section of genres and styles and has 
played to audiences around the world. His films have been nominated for 8 Canadian Academy awards including Best Director, 
numerous Leo Awards including Best Director, and several Audience and Jury awards at leading International Film Festivals. He 
has credits in the major disciplines of Producing, Directing, Writing and Cinematography.

FEATURE FILM DIRECTING CREDITS:

       FÉLINE@6.15   2022, feature, drama DCP, 85 min.
  Selected Screenings:   TBD
                       Cast:   Woan Ni Wooi, Hal Dion, Molly Robbins

    Distribution/Sales:   Shoreline Releasing
Production Company:   Ravenwest Productions Inc.
Awards/Nominations:   TBD 

              EVELYNE   2021, feature, drama DCP, 92 min.
  Selected Screenings:   Whistler Film Festival
                       Cast:   Rumbie Muzofa, Iris Mawunganidze
     Distribution/Sales:   Shoreline Releasing

 Production Company:   Ravenwest Productions Inc.
 Awards/Nominations:   Whistler Borsos Award Nomination, UBCP Stars to Watch

        IN HER CITY   2020, feature, drama DCP, 90 min.
  Selected Screenings:   Whistler Film Festival, Cinquest
                       Cast:   Stephanie Gong, Natalia Bushnik, Dakota Ray Hebert
                        Plot:   A fictional look at the lives of 17 women in major North American Cities
       Distribution/Sales:   Shoreline Releasing
 Production Company:   Ravenwest Productions Inc.
 Awards/Nominations:   Whistler Borsos Award Nomination 

        KREUZBERG  2018, feature, drama DCP, 90min.
   Selected Screenings:   Montreal World Film Festival, Edmonton International Film Festival,  Achtung Berlin!

                      Cast:   Lîla Gürmen, Horst Günther Marx, Denise Ankel
                       Plot:   A young Turkish-German woman falls in love with a Syrian Refugee in contemporary Berlin

    Distribution/Sales:   Industry Works
 Production Company:   Ravenwest Productions Inc.
 Awards/Nominations:   New Berlin Film Award Nomination – Achtung Berlin!
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THE LEARS   2017, feature, drama DCP, 99min.
 Selected Screenings:   Nashville, Orlando, Virginia

 Cast:   Bruce Dern, Anthony Michael Hall, Sean Astin, Aly Michalka
  Plot:   An elite architect decides to divest himself of his fortune to his extensive family 

 Distribution/Sales:   Neoclassics Films
Production Company:   The Lears LLC
Awards/Nominations:   Best Supporting Actress Academy Award Ireland, Best Ensemble Award Orlando, Bridgestone  
    Award

REHEARSAL   2015, feature, comedy-drama DCP, 95 min.
 Selected Screenings:   Whistler Film Festival 2015, Beijing International 2016

 Cast:   Bruce Greenwood, Dean Geyer, Deborah Kara Unger, Rob Morrow
Plot:   An aging British stage director is forced to hire a Hollywood action star to save his bankrupt theatre

Distribution/Sales:   Content Media
Production Company:   Rehearsal Films LLC
Awards/Nominations:   Maverick Award Whistler

BAD CITY   2014, feature, comedy DCP, 95 min.
 Selected Screenings:   Whistler Film Festival, Cinequest, Oldenburg

Cast:   Dustin Milligan, Aaron Brooks, David Cubitt, Amanda Crew 
Plot:   Two cops join forces to put away a crooked politician in this homage to 70’s Blaxploitation films:

Distribution/Sales:   Raven West Films Ltd.
Production Company:   Raven West Productions Inc.
Awards/Nominations:   Nominated for Independent Spirit Award Oldenburg

NO CLUE   2013, feature, comedy DCP, 93 min.
 Selected Screenings:   Whistler Film Festival, LA Comedy Fest

Cast:   Brent Butt, Amy Smart, David Koechner 
Plot:   A bumbling detective tries to solve a murder case and help a beautiful woman in distress

Distribution/Sales:   Myriad Pictures (US), E-One (CAN)
Production Company:   Pacific All Risk Productions
Awards/Nominations:   Best Director Los Angeles Comedy Fest

SISTERS&BROTHERS  2011, feature, comedy-drama 35mm, 90 min.
 Selected Screenings:   Toronto International Film Festival

Cast:   Cory Monteith, Dustin Milligan, Gabrielle Miller, Amanda Crew, Tom Scholte, Ben Ratner, 
    Jay Brazeau

Plot:   Sibling life is examined through the course of 4 stories.
Distribution/Sales:   Myriad Pictures (US Sales)/PNP (CAN)

Production Company:   Raven West Films
Awards/Nominations:   Leo Awards 2012 - Best Feature, Best Director, Lead Actress, Supporting 
    Actor, Editor, Composer 
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REPEATERS   2010, feature, thriller 35mm, 100 min.
 Selected Screenings:   TIFF 2010, VIFF 2010

Cast:   Dustin Milligan, Amanda Crew, Richard de Klerk
Plot:   Three young outsiders in rehab discover that the day keeps repeating, allowing them to   

    indulge in increasingly vengeful acts.
Distribution/Sales:   The Film Sales Company (World)/ Alliance Releasing (CAN)

Production Company:   Rampart Films, Resonance Films, Raven West Films
Awards/Nominations:   Leo Award Nominations 2011 - Best Feature, Best Director, Lead/supporting Actor/Actress

 FATHERS&SONS   2010, feature, comedy-drama 35mm, 88 min.
 Selected Screenings:   EIFF 2010, VIFF 2010, Festival de Nouveau Cinema 2010

Cast:   Ben Ratner, Jay Brazeau, Tyler Labine, Stephen Lobo
Plot:   Four interweaving comedic stories explore the unique bond between fathers and their sons.

Distribution/Sales:   Kinosmith (CAN) Shoreline Entertainment (World – Sales)
Production Company:   Raven West Films, Resonance Films
Awards/Nominations:   24th Edmonton International Film Festival - Best Canadian Feature 
    Vancouver Film Critics Circle – Best British Columbia Film

COLE   2009, feature, drama 35mm, 100 min.
 Selected Screenings:   TIFF 2009, Pusan 2009, Santa Cruz 2010, Moscow 2010

Cast:   Richard de Klerk, Kandyse McClure, Sonja Bennett
Plot:   A young man dreams of escaping the burdens of life in a small town. 

Distribution/Sales:   IFC Films (US) Filmsales Company (Sales)
Production Company:   Rampart Films, Resonance Films, Raven West Films
Awards/Nominations:   29th Atlantic Film Festival - Best Canadian Feature
    32nd Moscow International Film Festival – Russian Critics Jury Citation
    Leo Awards 2010 – 10 nominations (including Best Director, Best Picture, and 
    Best Actor/Actress); 
    Winner for Best Supporting Actor – Chad Willett
    Okanagan Film Festival 2010 – Best Canadian Feature Award
     Genie Awards 2011 – Nominated for Best Supporting Actress – Sonja Bennett

MOTHERS&
DAUGHTERS   2008, feature, comedy-drama 35mm, 85 min.

 Selected Screenings:   TIFF 2008, Pusan 2008, Seattle 2009, Berlin 2009
Cast:   Gabrielle Rose, Tantoo Cardinal, Babz Chula
Plot:   The relationship between three mothers and their three daughters are examined in comedic detail. 

Distribution/Sales:   Kinosmith (CAN), IFC Films (US)
Production Company:   Raven West Films 
Awards/Nominations:   VIFF 2008 - Audience Choice, Vancouver International Film Festival 2008; WIFT award 2008 
    Calgary International Film Festival 2008 – Jury Prize.
    Genie Awards 2010 – Nominated for Best Actress – Gabrielle Ros
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NORMAL   2007, feature, drama 35mm, 100 min.
 Selected Screenings:   TIFF 2007, Pusan 2007

Cast:   Carrie-Anne Moss, Kevin Zegers, Callum Keith Rennie
Plot:   Three characters’ lives intersect around a tragedy that brings unexpected redemption to all of them. 

Distribution/Sales:   Mongrel Media(CDN), Bankside (World)
Production Company:   Raven West Films, Submission Films, Brightlight Pictures
Awards/Nominations:   VIFF 2007 - Best Western Canadian Feature Film
    Leo Awards 2008 – Best Director, nominated for Best Cinematography and Best Film 2008
    Genie Awards 2009 – nominated for Best Film, Best Director, Best Screenwriter; Winner   
    for best supporting Actor – Callum Keith Rennie.

UNNATURAL&
ACCIDENTAL   2006, feature, drama 35mm, 90 min.

 Selected Screenings:   TIFF 2006, Museum of Modern Art - NY (06)
Cast:   Tantoo Cardinal, Carmen Moore, Callum Keith Rennie
Plot:   A Metis woman searching for her mother is drawn into the mysteries of ten dead woman and  

    their brutal killer.
Distribution/Sales:   Odeon (CDN), Shoreline (World)

Production Company:   Raven West Films 
Awards/Nominations:   VIFF 2006 - Women in Film Award; Special Jury Citation
    Genie Awards 2007 – Winner, Best Original Song 
    Leo Awards 2007 – Nominated for Best Direction, Best Film and Best Cinematography,   
    winner for Best Editing and Best Performance by a Lead Female 2007
    American Indian Film Fest 2006 – 4 nominations
 

SEVERED   2005, feature, thriller, 35mm, 95 min.
 Selected Screenings:   LA Screamfest (05), Altantic (05), Whistler (05), Victoria (06)

Cast:   Sarah Lind, Paul Campbell, JR Bourne, Julian Christopher
Plot:   A group of survivors are on the run from an infection that is spreading from a remote logging   

    camp on an Island in Northern British Columbia.
Distribution/Sales:   Universal (US/CAN), Voltage (world)

Production Company:   Brightlight Pictures
Awards/Nominations:   Los Angeles Screamfest 2005 - Jury Prize

EMILE   2003, feature, drama, 35mm, 95 min.
 Selected Screenings:   TIFF (03), Pusan (03), Vancouver (03), Methodfest (04)

Cast:  Ian McKellen, Deborah Kara Unger 
Plot:   A man tries to make amends for the neglect of his orphaned niece. 

Distribution/Sales:   Seville Pictures (CDN),Redbus (UK), Madman (AUS/NZ), Castle Hill/Monarch (US), Voltage (World) 
Production Companies:   Raven West Films, Meltemi Productions (UK) 
Awards/Nominations:   Genie Awards 2004 – Nomination for Best Performance by a lead Male; Overall Sound
    Leo Awards 2004 – 11 nominations, Winner for Best Cinematography; 
    Methodfest Los Angeles 2004 - Geraldine Page Award
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LOLA     2001, feature, drama, 35 mm, 97 min.
  Selected Screenings:   TIFF(01), Vancouver (01) Berlin (02), Sundance(02)

Cast:   Sabrina Grdevich, Colm Feore, Joanna Going
Plot:   A woman assumes a false identity to escape an abusive relationship.

Distribution/Sales:   ThinkFilm (CDN), Rogue Arts (US)
Production Company:   Raven West Films 
Awards/Nominations:   Leo Awards 2002 - Two Nominations 
    Victoria International Film Festival 2002 - Famous Players Award Best Canadian Feature Film

JOHNNY    1999, feature, drama, 35 mm, 87 min.
  Selected Screenings:   TIFF(99) ,Thessaloniki (99), Vancouver (99)

Cast:   Chris William Martin, Kris Lemche, Gema Zamprogna, Vanessa Shaver
Plot:   A young man employs a gang of street kids to make a subversive movie.

Distribution/Sales:   Asylum/Vanguard (USA/CDN)
Production Company:   Raven West Films
Awards/Nominations:   TIFF 1999 - Special Jury Prize
    Thessaloniki International Film Festival 1999 - Golden Alexander Nomination 
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SELECTED TELEVISION:

ASHBRIDGE    Writer, Director    2019 – TV series (3 episodes)
        CBC Digital
        Producers: Carl Bessai, Munire Armstrong

BLOOD AND WATER  Director    2016 – TV series (4 episodes)
        Rogers
        Producer/Showrunner: Diane Boehme

UNGODLY ACTS   Director    2015 – TV Movie
        Lifetime Channel
        Producers: Linda Kent, Jack Grossbart

MR. MIRACLE   Director    2014 – TV Movie
        Hallmark Channel
        Producers: Ron French, Steve Harmaty

EMBRACE OF   Director    2012 – Television Feature
THE VAMPIRE      Anchor Bay Entertainment
        Producers: Gilles Laplante, Lisa Hansen
  

HICCUPS    Director    2010-2012 – 3 episodes
        Broadcaster: CTV Network
        Producers: Brent Butt , Laura Lightbown, Arvi Liimatainen

HEALTH NUTZ   Director    2011-2012 – 2 episodes
        Broadcaster: APTN
        Producers: Jason Friesen, Dasha Novak

INDIE TRUTH –   Writer, Director   2001, documentary, 43 min., various formats
AN INQUIRY       Broadcast: Independent Film Channel (Canada/USA)
INTO THE        Production Company: Paperny Films
DOCUMENTARY      Awards: Bronze Plaque - Columbus
        

OUT OF ORBIT   Director/Writer    2000, documentary, 43 min., various formats
        Broadcast: CBC (Canada)
        Film Festivals: San Francisco (00) ,It’s All True (00)
        Production Company: Pictures of Light Inc.
        Awards: Silver Spire – San Francisco Film Festival (2000)
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TEACHING/WORSHOPS:

Carl has had a long career creating, developing and conducting workshops, talks and presentations at a broad range of 
festivals, training facilities and post-secondary institutions. Most recently, he has taught the VFS (Vancouver Film School) – 
Introduction to Cinematography Course and developed and executed the INDIE FILM DIRECTOR workshop for the Director’s 
Guild of Canada. He has presented a series of recurring workshops for the film Cooperatives Cinevic in Victoria, BC and 
Cineworks in Vancouver BC as well as the Summer Institute of Film and Television in Ottawa, ON. He helped develop and 
implement professional training programs through the Whistler Institute of the Whistler Film Festival that relate to all aspects 
of writing, directing and producing for film and television. He has been a guest presenter at Capilano University, Ryerson
University, the University of Regina as well as the prestigious Canadian Film Institute in Ottawa.

Additionally, scores of festival appearances around the world have given Carl the opportunity to present aspects of his career 
and art practice to a range of audiences in cities as varied as Berlin, Moscow, New York, Los Angeles and Toronto.
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Morning at the remote camp starts like any other typical planting day.  
The crew of a few dozen eats ravenously, nursing aching bones, cuts 
and bruises.    The foreman SANTI is a hardened veteran who manag-
es the team with his two best planters, his longtime girlfriend CHLOE 
and his best friend and highballer JULZ.  A highballer is a planter that 
can put in a tree every ten seconds and can keep up the pace for a 
whole grueling day’s work.  Highballers set the pace for the entire 
crew.

It’s late in the season and it’s dry and hot, and the crew is getting tired.  
To keep things interesting, JULZ proposes a planting bet with CHLOE.  
He will double her numbers for the day and if he is able to do it, she 
will make his lunches for the rest of the tour.  If not she will be his 
own personal laundromat.

They hit the cut block with a competitive rush, and JULZ is quick out 
of the gate pounding as many trees as he can.  He hates doing laundry 
and he loves to beat 
CHLOE.  But something isn’t right with her today.  She’s tired and un-
inspired and when SANTI meets her at the drop zone with her sec-
ond batch of trees, she is already behind.  

JULZ on the other hand is so fixated on winning the bet he has care-
lessly thrown his sandwiches in with the seedlings and he doesn’t 
think twice about scarfing them down even though they are covered 
with  a strange gooey substance that has come off the roots of the 
seedlings.  

Plot Summary



On the way home from the day’s planting, CHLOE sulks while JULZ basks 
in his easy victory.  Back at the camp CHLOE sits in her tent feeling de-
feated.  She opens a small box and contemplates taking a pregnancy test.  
Something has to explain her low energy.  She pockets the test for later.

That night at the camp they celebrate the coming day off from the gru-
eling work and let loose with a big camp fire,  a lot of booze and a ritual 
hut – a makeshift steam bath/sauna that is heated by pouring water over 
molten pieces of steel that have been in the campfire all night.  Inside the 
steam hut, something isn’t right with JULZ.  His stomach is churning and 
his face turns yellow and he is sweating more than the usual amount.  Be-
fore long he is writhing on the floor of the hut and in a sudden fury he 
strikes out at the people around him and what started as a fun night of 
celebration turns into a crazed bloody attack.  Planters desperate to es-
cape the tent are getting mauled by JULZ left right and centre.  He rips 
into anyone he can get his hands on and gorges on their flesh and blood.  
The camp is in chaos.

SANTI finds CHLOE hiding behind the cook tent.  She isn’t sure what’s 
happening and together they make a run for their tent.  But now it’s no 
longer just JULZ doing the attacking.  Whatever this is has infected other 
planters and the whole camp has quickly turned into a feeding frenzy.  

SANTI and CHLOE take what they can from their tent and run for the 
truck.  But JULZ is right on their heels and he attacks with more strength 
than even they knew he had.   SANTI is almost a victim until CHLOE 
manages to knock JULZ from behind with a shovel.  But nothing seems 
to stop him… until SANTI takes the blade of the shovel and severs JULZ’ 
head from his body.  It’s a disgusting mess, but JULZ is finally vanquished.  
It’s heartbreaking for SANTI to kill his friend.  But survival makes for 
tough choices.  They get in the truck and get away.



But the roads are not so easy.  A clearcut and fallen logs have made it im-
possible to pass and what’s worse, they are no longer safe in the truck.  
An infected attacks them and they are forced to abandon their vehicle 
and make a run for it on foot.  

Finally they make it to the nearby logging camp where they are certain 
they will be able to find shelter and a radio to call for help.   But not only 
is the camp strangely deserted, it seems to have been turned into a kind 
of compound surrounded by perimeter fencing and makeshift barricades.  
They work together to climb the fence in the hopes that the central 
building, a collection of temporary trailers and makeshift offices and ac-
commodation will provide them with safety and the ability to communi-
cate with the outside world.  

They make it to the bunker and they discover that a small group of survi-
vors has been holed up their waiting for support from the outside world 
– but so far with no luck.  The group includes the de-facto leader an old 
logger named PARKER.  Two brothers, CARL and TOM who compete 
at everything.  A slightly lazy man named JONES, a crafty younger man 
named CALEB and a defiant woman named FERNANDA.  They immedi-
ately have a problem  with SANTI and CHLOE who represent the altruis-
tic tree hugging side of the business which they all collectively hate.  

Animosity rises between the factions in this odd gathering of people un-
der the cover of this sanctuary and soon it blows into a full-fledged fight 
between FERNANDA and CHLOE.  PARKER tries to keep things civilized 
by allowing the fight to take place as a proper boxing match instead of a 
freestyle brawl and somehow the physical encounter sorts out the ani-
mosity and builds some morale amongst the strangers.  They decide to 
plan an escape from the compound to the town, using a quad which two 
of them will ride.  One to drive and one to fight off any rogue infected.   



To initiate the run to civilization, they will need to figure open their 
makeshift compound for long enough to get the quad out.  This will take 
enough manpower to hold open the gate and to distract any infected 
for long enough.  As the person with the most handling skill on a quad, 
CHLOE is selected to ride but her riding partner will not be SANTI, in-
stead FERNANDA, who is lighter and more agile, is selected to go.  The 
two don’t much like eachother but they will have to make the best of it if 
they are going to survive. 

The preparations are made for launching CHLOE and FERNANDA out of 
the camp.  Although the plan is simple, things invariably go wrong mostly 
due to the fact that CALEB is a coward and secretly doesn’t really care 
for anyone other than himself.  When he mishandles the gate, enough in-
fected get into the camp to take care of JONES, and unbeknownst to the 
rest of them, TOM is infected, although his brother CARL tells the others 
that it is a wound that was incidental and came about as he was fending 
off an attack and his shovel went awry gashing TOM by accident.  The rest 
of them survive, and CHLOE and FERNANDA make it onto the road af-
ter some spectacular stunt driving by CHLOE.

That night, things take a turn for the worse and TOM’s infection turns him 
rabid, and before long all hell breaks loose in the compound.  Meanwhile, 
we learn that CALEB understands the connection between the seedlings 
and the infection and he deliberately sabotages PARKER and CARL be-
fore turning his attention to his own escape. 

Meanwhile, the women are camped out on the road trying to stay warm 
and we see a bond forming between them, even though they were sworn 
enemies earlier.  



They manage to survive the night and make it to the town the next day 
with the last vapors of gas in the tank of the ATV.  When they pull in to a 
station to fill up, CHLOE goes inside while FERNANDA gases up.  There’s 
nobody inside, but she take the opportunity to use the facilities where 
she finally takes the pregnancy test she has been avoiding for days.  But 
before she has time to look at the results, the chaos outside draws her to 
the window.  

FERNANDA is being torn to pieces by a group of infected.  CHLOE hides 
down behind the locked door of the gas station window and looks at the 
test.  She is going to have SANTI’s baby.  And she has nowhere to go. 

Back at the camp, SANTI looks out his own window and can see that he 
too has nowhere to run.  The yard inside the compound is swarming with 
infected.  Inside, everyone is dead and the last remaining survivor, CALEB, 
is torn to pieces by the swarm.  


